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The 2019 Imagine! Celebration is in the books 
and was another record breaking event! Between 
sponsorships before the event, and money raised 
during the event, we raised a preliminary total of 
$462,087! This is $30,000 more than last year, and 
will help Imagine! offer more programs and oppor-
tunities designed for individuals in our services. 
Shelly, longtime friend and client of Imagine!, 
shared her story (via video) with the audience that 
evening, demonstrating her fun-loving and strong 
willed character. Click link to watch Shelly’s Story: 

http://bit.ly/ShellyCelebration

Other Imagine! clients contributed by donating 
personal art projects to the silent auction. These 
raised over $800 and had the most bids of the
entire silent auction!

 $462k raised at the 
Imagine! Celebration!

Shelly takes the stage and receives a standing ovation. To her 
right is Don Brown, Imagine! Foundation Board President
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Excellence in Customer Service

Jeff’s nomination 
included the 

following praise:

Imagine!’s Case Management department could 
not function in the capacity it does, nor could 
it maintain its high-level of customer service, 

without the expertise and dedication of Jeff. I am 
honored to have him on my team and to be able 

to call him a friend.

Know an Imagine! employee providing exceptional service? Nominate them for the
Excellence in Customer Service award! (http://bit.ly/ImagineExcellence)

February 2019

Jeff Johnson
Medical Coordinator; Case Management

Thank you, Jeff, for all you do, and congratulations!
Jeff (right) and his beautiful family on a hike in Boulder.

Upcoming 
Benefits

Yoga
Every Thursday, 11:30am 

Imagine!’s Coal Creek Building
Pounds Room

“How to Tame Your Money” Seminars
February 5; 5:30 to 6:30pm

February 7; 12 to 1pm
Imagine!’s Coal Creek Conference Center

A light meal provided at both events

AND
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https://secure.imaginecolorado.org/ssl/CustomerServiceExcellenceNomination.htm
(http://bit.ly/ImagineExcellence)
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As you may recall, Colorado House Bill 1407 provides a 6.5% rate increase designed to 
increase compensation for specific DSP positions. That legislation goes into effect March 
1, 2019. Between HB 1407 and the 1% provider rate increase passed in the 2018 Colorado 
state budget, we are in a position to provide pay adjustments and raises to all Imagine! 
employees next month (Executive and Senior leadership excluded)! The graphic at the 
bottom of page outlines our priorities which informed our decisions.

Imagine!’s Compensation Philosophy also guided our decisions:
“Imagine!’s goal is to provide industry competitive income and benefits so that employees 
can remain focused on Imagine!’s mission. We are committed to providing total rewards to 
employees in a manner that is fair, consistent, reflective of the industry, and provides for 
recognition for individual and team achievements and competency.”

With these touchpoints, we made the following decisions:

1) Increase the starting wage of all DSP positions to $15.00/hour.
*Wages increased by $.50 to $1.75 (or 3% to 14%). 

2) Provide a 3% cost of living (COLA) increase.
*Does not include employees receiving increase from HB 1407, 
Executives, or Senior Management.

3) Streamline positions across the Imagine! branded services departments. 

Rebecca Novinger
Chief Strategy Officer / 
HIPAA Privacy Officer

Employee Pay Adjustments and Raises

Remain 
Equitable

Target 
hard to fill
positions

3% cost 
of living 
increase

Address pay 
compensation

Increase 
DSP pay to 
living wage

For more information, contact your 
Communications Ambassador, Program 

Manager, or Human Resources Business Partner 

Many thanks to Human Resources 
and Shannon Kluth and her team 
for their tireless efforts in finding a  
system that is equitable to every-
one. And to Mark Emery for his 
active involvement with the CO 
legislature, influencing policy 
decisions which led to an increase 
in funds for our organization. 

We are in a position 
to provide pay 
increases to all 

Imagine! employees.”



Leadership Development Group
February 
Update

2018-2019 LDG
Paula McCormick

Emily Walsh
Victoria Thorne
Gabbie Norton
Jessie Michaud
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Imagine!’s LDG recently read the book “When” by Daniel Pink. We all agreed that this book was our favorite of the 
three we have read because it felt most applicable to our daily lives. It offers a realistic approach to work/life 
balance, self-care, and time management. We feel that the suggestions from the book could easily be applied across 
all departments at Imagine!. Here are some ideas offered in the book:

•     Take a micro-break every twenty minutes. A replenishing break doesn’t have to be lengthy and is a way to                                                                                                                                               
       boost your mood and performance:

 o Chat with a co-worker
 o Look out the window
 o Take a walk in nature or around the office
 o Switch focus to a new task
 o If you work in direct support, try taking a break with                                                                                                                                             
                          your client
 o Read a joke book
 o Practice controlled breathing or meditation 

•     Find your Chronotype, which helps discover which hours of the
       day you are most or least productive, based on your circadian rhythm.    
 o Here is a link to a quick test: https://thepowerofwhenquiz.com/ 
 o Based on your Chronotype, figure out when you are most productive and prioritize your most 
                           important tasks during that time of the day.

•     View lunch as the most important meal of the day. Most people have a productivity dip in the afternoon, so 
        lunch can be used as a way to recover in a cognitively and emotionally demanding job.

•     Remember that every day is new. Find a different approach to a task or start a new goal. Start your day with 
       a good direction and with focus. Start working with your team to learn how to better care for yourself and 
       each other. 

•     Finish your day by listing your accomplishments and then start working on a to-do list for the next day. 
             o          Take time to recognize all the hard work you put in each day and set yourself up for success 
                           the next day.

       You might not be able to integrate all of these tips into your daily routine, but even just one could make a 
       huge difference in your energy, focus, and productivity. Talk with your team to find out which of these would be                                                                                                                                               
       realistic and applicable to your department. Make a game plan and hold each other accountable.

The LDG reads three 
books throughout the 
year and “When” was 

one of them.

https://thepowerofwhenquiz.com/


New Employees

February Anniversaries
        
Feb 3 Lucinda Saenz Residential Ops 5 Feb 13 Leslie Novik Innovations 5

Feb 4 Kirk Margoles Boulder CLS 11 Feb 16 James Staiger Case Management 4

Feb 5 Ryan Schacker Boulder CLS 1 Feb 16 Kevin Harding IT 17

Feb 5 Caroline Siegfried Administration 34 Feb 18 Paul Jones Case Management 28

Feb 5 Christopher Black Residential Ops 1 Feb 20 Anna Mcfarland Innovations 1

Feb 6 Jeffrey Portlock Longmont CLS 14 Feb 21 Dale Ray Case Management 8

Feb 6 Tim West-Heiss Longmont CLS 7 Feb 21 Erica Berridge Case Management 2

Feb 6 Danielle Smelcer Longmont CLS 2 Feb 21 Christopher 
Baumgaurt

IT 13

Feb 6 Tyler Buchholz Longmont CLS 2 Feb 23 Dan Fox Administration 4

Feb 7 Martha Heimbaugh Residential Ops 18 Feb 25 Laura Ball HR 6

Feb 8 Patti Robinson
Showman

Early Intervention 3 Feb 26 Ashley Deluhery Longmont CLS 1

Feb 9 Kirsten Wineke Boulder CLS 4 Feb 27 Andrea Kintop Boulder CLS 1

Feb 11 Pamela Phipps Mental Health 11 Feb 28 Brittany Goodside Family Support 2

Feb 12 Clara Frostman Family Support 1 Feb 29 Patricia Kabot Early Intervention 3
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Dan Richards
Boulder CLS

Ryan Babel
Out & About

Tyler Stone
Innovations

Brooke Hubbard
Boulder CLS

Haley Gowland
Out & About

Betsy Lopez
Innovations

Emily Coffee
Out & About

Ciera High
Innovations

“Cassie”
Dixon Building

Julie Kroun
Boulder CLS



I’d like to take a few minutes to talk about an ABA (Applied Behavior Analysis) technique that may be easier to imple-
ment than you think. Often, when it comes to behavioral techniques, staff and providers can be intimidated by the po-
tential difficulties surrounding the parameters of a behavioral program. However, once you have a few behavioral tools 
in your tool belt, you may realize that influencing positive behavioral change 
is not as hard as you may think. One such technique that has been proven to 
be particularly effective in this field is Positive Reinforcement. 

Reinforcement is an extremely useful and critical principle of ABA. First of all, 
one must differentiate between what reinforcement is and isn’t. 

• Reinforcement is a stimulus that is provided following a behavior, 
which increases the probability of that behavior occurring again in the 
future. 

• If the stimulus doesn’t increase the behavior over time, it is not            
considered to be reinforcement. 
It is important to note that reinforcement must be delivered directly 

following a behavior in order for it to achieve its maximum effect. 

Now let’s look at this in a scenario. For example, let’s say that I am a social 
butterfly who enjoys chatting with peers and craves attention from others. If 
a certain social behavior of mine produces a reaction, such as providing me 
with social attention, I am much more likely to engage in that behavior in the future. If you think about it, most of us 
enjoy getting attention – if it is given in the appropriate way and at the appropriate time. Whenever someone engages 
in a behavior that I want to see increase in the future, I give them socially appropriate attention right after they engage 
in that behavior. 

Particularly in the DSP role, we have found that positive reinforcement can be a way to nip “socially unacceptable” 
behaviors in the bud. These could be behaviors like elopement, foul language, inappropriate social interactions, or 
self-injurious behaviors. We should provide no attention to these inappropriate behaviors, unless otherwise directed 
by an individual’s plan. By reinforcing and giving lots of praise for socially acceptable behaviors whenever we see them, 

we teach our clients that the more appropriate they 
are, the more attention they will receive.

You know you’ve gotten the hang of positive rein-
forcement when you know just what to add after a 
behavior in order to see it happen again soon. Pos-
itive reinforcement is a force to be reckoned with 
and is present all over. Maybe now you’ll be able 
to spot it, and to use it to help yourself and those 
around you grow into healthier habits - and you may 
just enjoy the next time someone uses it with you!

DSP Dialogue
Positive Reinforcement - Submitted by Rachel Bowles and Tyler Buchholz

Rachel and Tyler work at CLS in Longmont and recently 
received their Registered Behavior Technician certifications. 6

https://www.appliedbehavioranalysisprograms.com/certification/rbt/


“Cassie” Installation
Alonzo Clemons, a Boulder native and clay sculpter, created 
a bronze horse named “Cassie” over ten years ago. Alonzo 
has received services from Imagine! since 1980.In 2018, the 
City of Lafayette purchased the sculpture and chose Imagine! 
property as its new home. On January 19, this masterpiece 
was officially installed in front of Imagine!’s administration 
building on Dixon Avenue. 
“It’s gonna look good there,” said Alonzo. It has been 
Alonzo’s dream to create another life size sculpture. “Think 
big,” he says, when talking about future projects. Alonzo 
hopes that Cassie being in public will give him exposure for 
his business and a greater chance to create larger sculptures.  
“Alonzo’s work has a message of inclusion and participation. 
His art allows him to participate in his community, not just 
be a recipient of it,” said Nancy Mason, Alonzo’s colleague. 
“We’re just thrilled that the sculpture found a good home.”
A dedication ceremony featuring Alonzo and others close to 
this project will take place later this spring. 

“Think    
Big”~ Alonzo

Employee Recognition
At the 2018 Holiday party in November, a hand-
ful of Imagine! employees were recognized for 
their hard work and dedication in 2018. This 
includes counselors and supervisors from the 
Santa Fe and Foothills Group Homes as well as 
the Bob and Judy Charles and Charles Family 
SmartHomes.

Last year was particularly challenging for these 
Imagine! sites. The job market seemed to be 
working against our staffing efforts to fully equip 
the homes with personnel. These employees went 
above and beyond, covering MANY extra shifts 
to ensure the safety and well being of all 
residents, including those with higher medical 
needs. 

Thank you to these crews for their additional 
time and efforts!
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Community News
February 4-10, the City of Boulder 
is encouraging the whole commu-
nity to walk and bike for all their 
daily trips – to work, to the bus, to 
school, to restaurants and bars, to 
grocery stores, everywhere! 
Walking and bicycling is a great 
way to stay healthy both mentally 
and physically, and the more often 
we can choose sustainable transpor-
tation options, the more we do to 
help our environment.

See below for a list of fun 
activities for this event:

                                                        Winter on Wheels - Wheelchair Experience
Wednesday, February 6; 4-5pm

Winter Bike to Work Day
Friday, February 8

Farida Bedwei is a Ghanaian software engineer who’s launching a new comic 
book with a super hero who has a disability. Farida, who has cerebral palsy, 
loved comics as a child, but never saw any characters who looked like her. 
“I never felt represented, so I decided to do something about it,” said 
Farida. She created Karmzah, a no-nonsense warrior whose crutches give her 
the power to fight, run, flip, and fly.

“Sometimes we tend to end up resenting our wheelchair or our other aids, 
because we feel they make us different from any other person. But these 
devices help us get the independence that we crave, so I made a super hero 
who gets her power from her crutches,” explains Farida.

“For me, the most important thing is that having a dis-
ability doesn’t mean that that is your whole life. We tend 
to focus too much on what the person can’t do, and miss 
out on what the person can do,” said Farida.

To read more and learn how to get your own copy of 
Karmzah, go to http://bit.ly/Karmzah.

Walk with a Doctor
Saturday, February 9; 8-9am

Bicycle Friendly Driver Course
Tuesday, February 12; 6-7:30pm

Visit https://bouldercolorado.gov/goboulder/winter-walk-and-bike-week for a list of all events and more info.

Farida Bedwei

http://bit.ly/Karmzah
https://bouldercolorado.gov/goboulder/winter-walk-and-bike-week 

